904 UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY

- ILLUMINATING INDICATOR LIGHT FOR CONFIRMATION OF SYSTEM OPERATION
- OPERATES 3 SEPARATE OUTPUT VOLTAGES SIMULTANEOUSLY
- WILL SUPPORT 35’ OF COMBINED BAR AND CABLE
- POWERS 3 STATIC ELIMINATORS AT ONCE
- CREATES MORE IONIZATION
- GIVES ELIMINATORS LONGER LIFE
- WORKS ON 50 Hz or 60 Hz, 100/120/200/240 VOLT SOURCE
- KEEPS DUST ATTRACTION AWAY FROM IONIZING DEVICES

More Ionization Power Means More Static Elimination
The 904 utilizes a modified shape of output wave from and is uniquely designed to allow automated manufacture for increased reliability and extended product life.

Less Stress On Static Eliminators Means Longer Equipment Life.
Electrical stress on static eliminators, caused by the peak voltage of the power supply, reduces equipment life. With the 904 Power Supply the peak voltage is 1.2 times higher than the rated voltage rather than the 1.414 of a traditional transformer. This means that even with the extra ionization performance of the 904, the stress on the equipment is less than if a conventional power supply were used.

One Power Unit Operates All Eliminators At All Voltages Simultaneously on 7kv Output Only.
- MODEL 904 – 5.0kV Output

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
Size: 4-1/2” x 6” x 3-1/2” high

**Electrical:** One power supply operates any AC eliminator
The 904 Power Supply will accommodate up to three static-controlling devices using up to 35’ of bar and cable.

**Note:** Molders Choice Static Eliminators are not for use in hazardous areas.

Model 904

**PRICE**
$485.00
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